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Degree of difficulty
Instruction UTENSILO WITH LID



 Size

 Cutting

13.5 cm x 13.5 cm x 12 cm (bottom), 14.5 cm x 14.5 cm x 8 cm (lid)

 Materials from Gütermann  In addition  Tools

 Q Sew-all Thread in matching colours
 Q Cotton fabric 145 cm wide,                              
collection GOOD VIBES:

 Q 0.40 m leaf branch pattern in lilac grey
 Q 0.50 m cotton fabric in aubergine

 Q 0.50 m Decovil I for ironing on,                               
90 cm wide

 Q 0.50 m fabric lining G 700 for ironing on,            
90 cm wide

 Q 1 eyelet for punching and reinforcement in
 Q approx. 10 cm x 2 cm leather in black,                               
alternatively leather cord or cord

 Q Adhesive
 Q Cutting paper

 Q Sewing machine
 Q Iron and cloth
 Q Scissors
 Q Pins
 Q Textile marker
 Q Ruler
 Q Tape measure
 Q Ruler and pencil
 Q Hammer

 Q Leaf branch pattern: Lid 1x
 Q Cotton fabric aubergine: Lid 1x, bottom 2x
 Q Fabric lining: Lid and bottom 1x each
 Q Decovil I: Lid and bottom 1x each

Instruction UTENSILO WITH LID

 Preparations

Cut all parts with a 1 cm seam allowance.

Draw the cover and base on cutting paper according to the pattern drawing and cut out.



1. Place the Decovil I lining on the back of the patterned lid and bottom 
piece and press down in 15-second increments. Place the other pieces made 
of fabric lining on the aubergine-coloured lid and the bottom cut part and 
press on in 15-second increments with the iron. Then cool the pieces well           
in flat position.

2. Place the side edges of the bottom right on right and pin. Stitch the seam, 
locking the start and end of all seams firmly. Cut the seam allowances at the 
tip until just before the seam, then iron the seam allowances apart. Work all 4 
seams on the bottom made of outer fabric and lining in this way, on one seam 
of the lining part, leave approx. 8 cm open in the middle for turning.

3. Once all seam allowances have been ironed apart, turn the bottom or 
cover. Iron the 13.5 (14.5) cm long edges between the corners well. For this 
purpose right side out and fold the respective side section made of outer    
fabric left on left from  corner to corner onto the bottom. Then place the     
corners on top of each other along the vertical seams left on left and iron.

Tip: A sleeve board or block placed underneath makes ironing easier.

On the lining bottom, fold the corresponding side sections right on right from 
corner to corner onto the bottom and iron. Then place the edges on top of 
each other right on right along the seams and iron.

4. Insert the outer fabric bottom into the lining bottom right on right, with 
the corner seams exactly on top of each other. Place the open cut edges on 
top of each other and pin. Stitch the seam all around. Fold the seam allowan-
ces to the lining together and iron. Pull apart the lining and outer side along 
the seam, then turn through the slit. Close the open lining edges along the slit 
with hand stitches so they are invisible. Slide the lining into the bottom, the 
seam lines, corners and edges are exactly on top of each other. Iron again.
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5. Work the lid as described in work steps 3 and 4. Leave a 5 cm slit open 
in the middle for turning. Iron all and vertical edges well as described above 
and then turn. Slide the lining into the lid, iron the edges again all around.

6. Mark the centre of the lid using the diagonals. Using an eyelet tool 
(supplied with the package) and according to the manufacturer’s instructions, 
punch a hole in the middle of the lid. Then drive in the eyelet. A block under-
neath also makes work easier here.

Measure the inside diameter of the eyelet. Mark this measurement as a width 
on the leather strip and cut the strip lengthwise. Fold the leather strip in half. 
Slide the open edges through the eyelet from the top to the inside. Glue the 
ends on the inside of the lid together over a width of approx. 1.5 cm, shifting 
the ends against each other slightly to prevent pulling through. Place the lid 
on the bottom.
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Bottom (lid)

The dimensions for the lid 
are in the brackets


